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Five gold and platinum albums later, Yoakam has maintained an
admirable balance between successful commerciality and overex-

posure. Additionally, he has made "cameo" appearances with

many of his non-country recordings. Dwight's version of

"Truckin'" was included on the Grateful Dead tribute album Deadi-

cated, "Common Day Man" was recorded for the soundtrack to John
Mellencamp's directorial film debut Falling From Grace, the Warren
Zevon-penned tune "Carmelita" is present on Flaco Jiminez's solo

album Partners, and the Elvis Presley signature "Suspicious Minds"
is a standout track recorded and interpreted excellently by Yoakam
on the Honeymoon In Vegas soundtrack. While his is clearly an
envied throne to occupy, Yoakam is quite reflective of his situation.

"We have a culture that's infatuated with celebrity," the Ken-

tucky native tells Cash Box. "It's a double-edged sword because on
one hand, I make my living based on people being infatuated to

some degree with my public performance. The other edge to that

sword is one that puts too much importance on the indulgence of

that infatuation."

That indulgence has made Yoakam a musical superstar, and his

latest album. This Time, may prove to be the most successful thus

far. Just five weeks after its release. This Time , has reached the #1

position on the Cash Box Top 75 Country Album chart, with the lead

single, "Ain' t That Lonely Yet," rapidly approaching the same mark
on the country singles charts, and another key cut from the album,

"A Thousand Miles From Nowhere," cutting solid inroads at adult

alternative stations. Named VH-l's "April Artist Of The Month,"
Yoakam shares an honor recently bestowed upon Sade (January),

Prince (February), and Sting (March). Including exposure on TNN
and CMT, this beamed Dwight into nearly 117 million homes
during the month of April.

Handling the publicity for This Time is Levine/Schneider Public

Relations and Warner Bros. Records national publicity director,

Mary Hyde. Buoyed by the tonnage of press, the new album is

gamering rave reviews. Time magazine's Ginia Bellafante writes,

"Enter Dwight Yoakam's musical universe, and you find a lonely

barroom high on heartache and low on Southern Comfort. Wander
into his real world, and you wonder why the sorrow mill hasn't run

dry." Tony Scherman in People Weekly writes, "Too many of today
7
s

younger male country artists fail to suggest anything beyond tech-

nical competence and stock senti-

ments. To Yoakam's credit, he
never retreats into fake
homespunisms. When he finds it

in his complex self to hook up
unequivocally with the past, he
does it beautifully." Entertainment

Weekly's Alanna Nash reflects that

"Yoakam pulls off a near miracle:

Staying stone country for his hard
core following, and turning
progressive enough for radio,

without alienating either
audience." In my own Cash Box
review, "The album continues to

travel through the highs and lows
of emotional intricacy." Yoakam
himself says, "Music's the one
thing I try not to analyze," but
admits This Time is, "The most
autonomously voiced album I've

made."
It wasn't always music and

millions for Yoakam, though. He
and longtime producer Pete Anderson once shared a crackerbox

apartment with a kitchen, a bath and a laundry room that doubled
as Dwight's sleeping area. Having endured such hardship is ar-

guably one of the reasons for Yoakam's cynical view of economics.

"We've got to do something to make available not only living

space on a tenancy basis, but living space that's available and
affordable to own. Property ownership is paramount and critical to

our continued existence as a democracy. If you and I cannot even

envision ourselves owning a dwelling place, it robs us of one of the

most basic aspects of the emotion of hope, which is to have comfort

and safety in a domestic sanctuary. Most people can't afford it

because it's been put out of reach by the way our society has

functioned in the past 25 years. It's unfortunate."

Insights such as this are authentic and believable when coming
from Yoakam, and are evidenced by many of the characters

portrayed in This Time. "Lonesome Roads," a short-story of a

country song, for example, closes the project with the line, "PooroV

worthless me's the only friend I ever made."

As Ginia Bellafante demonstrates in her review, Yoakam's real-

life world is not always as serious and sobering. When plans for a

European tour supporting If There Was A Way were disrupted by
the Persian Gulf War, he took a small role in a Dennis Hop-
per/Nicholas Cage movie called Red Rock West, which is due for a

summer release. He has also agreed to a larger part in a screenplay

called Cingersnaps, which will be directed by Peter Fonda. Yoakam
is currently warming up for the role under the fellow thespian's

direction in a Los Angeles play called Southern Rapture. So much for

the European tour, huh?
"After Honky Tonk Man was released, I spent 33 months on the

road," Yoakam explains. "By the end of '89 I felt emotionally

exasperated. There was a time period when I refused to tour."

Yoakam will tour to support This Time. In fact, for the first time in

over three years he'll be taking it out to the people again in an 80-city

North American trek which kicks offMay Min Merriville, Indiana.

The first and only three shows to go on sale sold out immediately.

"I want to have the same enthusiasm for every show I do this year

that I had in 1985-86 when I was hungry."

Certainly a credit to the genre, Dwight Yoakam's music still

hasn't moved as many units of product as many of his musical

siblings. Attribution?

"I think Billy Ray and Garth are a symptom of a desire on the

part of a segment of society to react to and hear music that is not as

adolescent perhaps as MTV programs. The largest segment of our

population is now 28 to 48 years old. The baby boom generation is

older. 1 don't think you would have had Garth Brooks and Billy Ray
Cyrus with the kind of phenomenal sales that each of them ex-

perienced without the Nashville Network and Country Music
Television, and the impact that

they have had on the market-

ing of country music and its

artists. They now impact
about twice the number of

homes as MTV. Country music
is now almost around the

clock in 78 million homes.
That is an enormous commer-
cial conduit for the genre.

That's what distinguishes this

current cycle of commercial
success for country music
from the previous cycles.

Whether you're talking about

the Urban Cowboy movement
of the early '80s, or the outlaw

movement of the middle '70s

or the countrypolitan move-
ment of the '60s, you've never

had a conduit into the majority

of the homes in the country

before. This opens up an enor-

mous pipeline for artists like

Garth, like Billy Ray, like Clint Black and myself."

So the country explosion continues, but what is it all about to

Dwight Yoakam? "Country music originates with the rural aspects

of white America. It's really, truly, rural white America's blues. I

embrace country music because of a love of what I came from."

And Sharon Stone?

"I think the gross sensationalism generated by our four-week

relationship is a tragic commentary on society's infatuation with

any form of celebrity."


